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Abstract—The increasing concerns of knowledge transfer
and data privacy challenge the traditional gather-and-analyse
paradigm in networks. Specifically, the intelligent orchestration
of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) requires understanding
and profiling the resource consumption. However, profiling all
kinds of VNFs is time-consuming. It is important to consider
transferring the well-profiled VNF knowledge to other lack-
profiled VNF types while keeping data private. To this end,
this paper proposes a Federated Transfer Component Analysis
(FTCA) method between the source and target VNFs. FTCA
first trains Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) based on
the source VNF profiling data, and the trained GANs model is
sent to the target VNF domain. Then, FTCA realizes federated
domain adaptation by using the generated source VNF data and
less target VNF profiling data, while keeping the raw data locally.
Experiments show that the proposed FTCA can effectively predict
the required resources for the target VNF. Specifically, the RMSE
index of the regression model decreases by 38.5% and the R-
squared metric advances up to 68.6%.

Index Terms—Federated Transfer Learning, VNF Profiling,
GANs, Domain Adaptation, Network Function Virtualization

I. INTRODUCTION

In Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), network functions
are decoupled from proprietary hardware and implemented as
software that can run on standard network infrastructure, such
as firewalls, load balancers, and routers [1]. This allows for
more flexibility and agility in deploying and scaling network
services. Especially for the next generation of networks (6G),
orchestrators in the Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
architecture should automatically deploy, configure, and scale
different VNFs [2]. In this case, the needed resources are
allocated and interconnected to meet the requirements of
specific network services. This progress needs VNF profiling.

VNF profiling [3] refers to the process of analyzing and
characterizing the resource requirements and performance
characteristics of VNFs. Profiling involves gathering insights
and data about how a specific VNF utilizes computing, storage,
and network resources, as well as its overall performance
in a virtualization environment. Considering the pros, VNF
profiling is proposed as a solution to model the observed
trends. It provides a model to accurately describe how the
specific VNF reacts under a certain amount of workload and
specific resource configurations. VNF profiling is dedicated to
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Fig. 1. Federated transfer learning with the decentralized architecture.

providing efficient resource allocation and performance plans,
to ensure service performance requirements in the network [4].

However, profiling all possible resource configurations for
each VNF takes time, and collecting the profiling data sets
from all different VNF types is costly and difficult. Many
possible configurations lead to a multiplicative growth rate
of the profiling test time [5]. In this case, if we can transfer
the already profiled VNF (source VNF) resource configuration
knowledge to another less-profiled VNF (target VNF) type
and predict its needed resources, the target VNF may save
more profiling time and effort. This motivation will make the
profiling of new VNFs easier, and quickly get the needed
resources for the target VNF type. Furthermore, different VNF
types are typically considered distinct entities. Each type of
VNF represents a specific network function. These VNF types
cannot directly exchange their profiling data because of data
privacy concerns. Therefore, this paper focuses on how to
transfer the profiling knowledge from the source VNF to the
target VNF, while keeping the raw profiling data locally.

To deal with the above-mentioned problems, decentralized
federated learning (FL) [6] architecture is considered. As
shown in Fig. 1, each VNF type is considered as one client.
Firstly, the already profiled source VNF trains a data synthetic
GANs [7]–[9] model based on its enough profiling data set.
Then this model (or its parameters) will be sent to the target
VNF client to generate the synthetic data which is similar
to the source VNF profiling data. Secondly, transfer learning
(TL) theories, or domain adaptations [10] are applied at the
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Fig. 2. FTCA for VNF profiling. G is the data generator model. D is the
discriminator. W is the mapping matrix. After FTCA, target domain data and
’source domain’ data have similar distributions.

target VNF domain (Fig. 2). After the kernel matrix operation
in the target VNF, the generated source VNF data and less
target VNF profiling data are mapped into a new space where
they have similar distributions. Then in this new space, the
regression machine learning (ML) model can be trained to
predict the labels (resource configurations of VNFs like CPU
cores, memory, etc) that have been profiled in the source VNF
but not yet profiled in the target VNF. Combining two learning
methods, federated transfer component analysis (FTCA) is
proposed in this paper as a novel method under federated
transfer learning (FTL).

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

(1) A novel FTCA method is proposed considering the
profiling knowledge transfer among different VNF types. Un-
like the model-based FTL methods [11]–[13], FTCA directly
adopts the feature-based transfer component analysis (TCA)
[10] in a federated manner, with generated source domain data
from GANs (Fig. 2). FTCA not only controls the complexity
of TCA but also keeps the raw profiling data locally. The
target VNF can make domain adaptation based on its local data
and the generated source VNF data, then predict the needed
resource configuration.

(2) The work involves multiple VNF profiling knowledge
transfer tasks which include SNORT Inline, SNORT Passive
and virtual firewall (vFW) VNF types. Multiple regression
models are trained after FTCA to predict the resource config-
urations (CPU cores, memory and link capacity) of the target
VNF. Experiment results show the effectiveness of the FTCA.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the related work. Section III details the FTCA
method. The experiments and analysis are given in Section
IV. The conclusions and future work are drawn in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Intelligent VNF Profiling

Regarding the contribution to the field of intelligent VNF
profiling, our Novel Autonomous Profiling (NAP) method
introduces an autonomous offline method for profiling VNFs
[3]. More precisely, utilizing our NAP method, the weighted
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Fig. 4. Feature distribution after federated domain adaptation FTCA.

randomly Autonomous Profiler selects a configuration of re-
sources and requests the orchestrator to assign them to the
VNF under profiling. It then finds the maximum traffic rate that
the VNF can handle while meeting the Key Performance In-
dicators (KPIs) and records this performance data. The offline
profiling process and profiling data set generation continue
until the profiling time is completed. Moreover, in [4], we
introduced a framework for analyzing VNFs, focusing on their
resource characteristics, their VNF-level service performance,
as well as the discovery of resource-performance correlations.
Fig. 3 shows the interaction between the intelligent NFV
MANO (Network Functions Virtualization Management and
Orchestration), the traffic generator, network and computing
resources monitoring tools, the VNF under profiling, our
proposed FTCA method.

B. Federated Transfer Learning

Considering the data collection process of training and test
sets are not in the same working place, FTL aims to improve
the generalization ability of ML models, with data privacy
concerns. There are primarily two methods of FTL in existing
research. FL first, then TL like [6], [11]. Another is TL
first, followed by FL [12], [13]. However, these works mostly
emphasize parameter-based TL (pre-training and fine-tuning
the model). This paper directly focuses on feature-based TL
(TCA) [10] which aims to reduce the difference between the
target and generated source domain, but in a federated manner.
Thus, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
combining TCA in TL with decentralized FL as FTCA. Fig.
4 shows the data distribution change in our work. The blue
and red histograms represent the target VNF domain and the
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Fig. 5. The detailed FTCA process in VNF profiling.

generated source VNF domain. After FTCA, the distributions
are more similar.

III. FEDERATED TRANSFER COMPONENT
ANALYSIS

A. GANs Model Delivery

In GANs training, two neural networks compete in a two-
player min-max game to simultaneously train a generator G
and a discriminator D. The goal of the generator G(zzz; θg)
is to learn a distribution pg(zzz) over data xxx, by mapping
input noise zzz ∼ pzzz(zzz) to real samples xxx. pzzz(zzz) is usually
an easy-to-sample distribution like the Gaussian distribution
with (0,1). Meanwhile, the discriminator D(xxx, θd) is trained to
discriminate between the real samples xxx and generated samples
G(zzz). The value function can be described as:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) =Exxx∼pdata(xxx)[logD(xxx)]

+ Ezzz∼pzzz(zzz)[log (1−D(G(zzz)))]
(1)

In general, D strives to discriminate the real samples,
simultaneously training G to make D cannot discriminate
between the raw data and the generated data. This training
process will continue until the generated data successfully
cheats the discriminator. Some typical GANs models have
been proposed to generate tabular data like TableGAN [9] and
CTGAN [8]. TableGAN uses GANs to synthesize fake tables
that are statistically similar to the original table yet do not
incur raw data leakage. CTGAN designs a conditional gen-
erator and training-by-sampling to deal with the imbalanced
discrete columns, with fully connected neural networks for the
generator. Here we choose the CTGAN as the data synthetic
model.

In the proposed FTCA, the source domain first trains a
CTGAN model by using the already profiled VNF tabular data.
After training, the generator can produce similar synthetic
VNF profiling data. Then the source domain VNF will send
this well-trained generator model (or generator parameters) to
the target domain VNF, as shown in Fig. 2. This means that
the target VNF can do the domain adaptation based on the
generated data, without substantial raw data leakage.

B. Federated Transfer Component Analysis

FTCA considers generator models from the isolated source
client in FL and does TCA at the target client. After generating
the ‘source data’ at the target VNF, TCA transforms the
features into a new feature space by a matrix, where the
difference between source and target data is smaller. The
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [10] is used as an
indicator to evaluate the distance between the source and
target domain. It describes the kernel mapping distance in
a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). The detailed
expression of MMD is:

MMD(Xs,Xt) =

∥∥∥∥∥ 1

ns

ns∑
i=1

ϕ(xSi
)− 1

nt

nt∑
i=1

ϕ(xTi
)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

H

(2)

The generated source domain data set that join the FTCA
is set as Xs = {xSi

} = {x1, ...,xns
}. The number of

generated source samples ns can be controlled by the target
VNF client. The target domain data set is set as Xt = {xTi

} =
{x1, ...,xnt

}. Xs ∈ DS and Xt ∈ DT . We assume that
the conditional probability P (Ys|Xs) ≈ P (Yt|Xt). Ys and
Yt are resource configuration labels of VNFs, Ys has been
profiled in the source VNF but Yt has not been profiled in the
target VNF. S(s) and T (t) represent the source domain and
target domain respectively, ϕ function is the feature mapping
corresponding the kernel map K(xi,xj) =< ϕ(xi), ϕ(xj) >.
A semi-defined adaptation matrix W can also denote the
MMD(Xs,Xt) feature transformation as follows:∥∥∥∥∥ 1

ns

ns∑
i=1

WTxSi
− 1

nt

nt∑
i=1

WTxTi

∥∥∥∥∥
2

H

(3)

According to the property of trace in matrix, (2) and (3)
can be separately simplified as MMD(Xs,Xt) = tr(KL) and
MMD(Xs,Xt) = tr

(
WTXLXTW

)
. Here X = [Xs,Xt].

K is Gram matrices defined on the generated source domain,
target domain, and cross-domain data in the embedded spaces.
tr is the trace of a matrix. The K and L are shown below:

K =

[
< ϕ(xs), ϕ(xs) > < ϕ(xs), ϕ(xt) >
< ϕ(xt), ϕ(xs) > < ϕ(xt), ϕ(xt) >

]
=

[
Ks,s Ks,t

Kt,s Kt,t

]
∈ R(ns+nt)×(ns+nt)

(4)

L =

[
1
n2
s
11T −1

nsnt
11T

−1
nsnt

11T 1
n2
t
11T

]
(5)

where Lij = 1
n2
s

if xi,xj ∈ Xs, Lij = 1
n2
t

if xi,xj ∈ Xt,
otherwise, Lij = − 1

nsnt
. Here 1 means the column vector

with all values of 1. To address this computationally complex
problem of calculating high dimensional K (a semi-definite
program), Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used [10]
to get new representations of Xs and Xt. Then the above
m (m ≪ ns + nt) leading eigenvectors can be selected to
construct low-dimensional representations. In FTCA for the
VNF profiling scenario, features of the VNF profiling data set



are not so many, so we directly set the number of features as
m (which also satisfies m ≪ ns + nt), to avoid discarding
potentially useful information. Then the final minimize MMD
optimization problem can be written as:

min
W

tr
(
WTXLXTW

)
+ λ ∥W∥2F

s.t. WTXHXTW = Im
(6)

where λ > 0 is the hyper-parameter to control the complexity
of W, the regularization term is λ ∥W∥2F . Im ∈ R(m×m)

is the identity matrix and will be simplified as I. Con-
sidering the constraint as maximum projection variance in
PCA, we also need to keep the original data properties of
X = [Xs,Xt] after mapping W in FTCA, so the maxi-
mum data variance is included as the form of the scatter
matrix S =

(
WTX

)
H

(
WTX

)T
. The centering matrix H

is calculated as H = I(ns+nt) − 1
ns+nt

11T. Here I(ns+nt) ∈
R(ns+nt)×(ns+nt) denotes identity matrix, 1 ∈ R(ns+nt) is
the column vector with all 1’s, and Hn = H.

Lagrange multipliers are used to solve constrained optimiza-
tion problems like (6):

L(W,Φ) = tr
(
WT

(
XLXT + λI

)
W

)
− tr

((
WTXHXTW − I

)
Φ
) (7)

Let ∂L
∂W = 0, the Lagrange function (7) will have:(

XLXT + λI
)
W = XHXTWΦ (8)

Let A =
(
XLXT + λI

)−1
XHXT, the (8) will become

A−1W = WΦ. Here it is clear that the solution of mapping
W are the eigenvectors of A or A−1, the reciprocal of Φ is
the eigenvalues of A. By using the above formulas, we can
determine the transformation matrix W for domain adaptation.
This matrix makes two distributions close to each other. In the
new space constructed by W, new data can be obtained and
used to address classification or regression problems. The step-
by-step FTCA is outlined in Algorithm 1, Fig. 5 also gives the
detailed FTCA process in VNF profiling.

There are two obvious advantages of FTCA. First, the
number of generated source samples ns can be controlled
by the generator at the target VNF domain. The target FTL
client can generate a proper number of source samples to make
adaptations and avoid the heavy computation complexity on
the above matrices. Second, by transferring the profiled VNF
knowledge, the time to profile a function-related VNF can
be significantly decreased rather than 45 hours for one VNF
in [5]. Future network orchestrations require self-generation
of data, self-training of models and automatic performance
improvement. FTCA may be an ideal approach for generating
synthetic data and transferring knowledge without privacy
concerns.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Federated Transfer Tasks and Comparison Methods

Our previous work [3] has provided autonomous profiling
data sets of three types of different VNFs: SNORT Inline

iPerf Client VNF 
instance

iPerf
Server

Linux Bridge Linux Bridge

Resource Monitor
(Prometheus & Node Exporter)

Network 
Monitor

probe

i-Profiler

Fig. 6. Experiment setup [3].

Algorithm 1: FTCA Algorithm for VNF profiling
Input: The source VNF profiling data Xo. The target

VNF profiling data Xt.
Output: The target VNF resource configuration labels

estimated by FTCA.
1 Collect the source VNF data Xo and train the CTGAN

model.
2 Send the well-trained CTGAN.pkl model to the target

VNF entity.
3 Collect the target VNF data Xt and generate source

VNF data X
′

o (X
′

o = {Xs,Ys}).
4 Select the VNF resource labels as Ys that exist in X

′

o

but missing in Xt. Normalize data sets Xs and Xt.
5 The matrix of L and H are constructed by (3) to (6)

according to the datasets {Xs,Xt}.
6 The solution mapping matrix W is calculated by the

Lagrange multiplier according to (7) and (8).
7 Train regression models with the data set {WXs,Ys}.
8 Normalize the new profiling data Xt, estimate the Yt

by the WXt on the trained regression models.

mode (I mode), SNORT Passive mode (P mode) and Virtual
Firewall mode (V mode), the optimum resource configuration
is found to meet the pre-defined demands. Fig. 6 depicts
our setup with a SNORT instance, showing the connection
between the profiled VNF, the traffic generator and server
end-point machines (iPerf client and iPerf server) [3]. The
recorded VNF performance data set has eight features and one
output. The input variables are CPU utilization (CPUUTP),
Memory utilization (MEMUTP), Network latency (RTT), VNF
maximum input rate (MIR) and Packet loss (In RX, Out Tx).
The output variables are one of the VNF resource configura-
tions like CPU cores (CPU), Memory (MEM MB) and Link
Capacity (LINK Mbps). Our goal is to use FTCA to predict
resource configurations of less-profiled target VNFs in which
CPU, MEM or LINK is unknown. The number of collected
profiling data samples in I mode (1112), P mode (896) and
V mode (775) are decreasing, so we illustrate the federated
transfer missions as I mode to P mode (I2P), I mode to V mode
(I2V), and P mode to V mode (P2V). In order to compare
the advantages of the proposed FTCA, several regression
methods are used in the new feature space after mapping
to get the prediction results: Polynomial Regression (Poly),
Support Vector Regression (SVR), Random Forest Regression
(RF) and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). The evaluation metrics
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the illustrated features from generated data and
real raw data.
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Fig. 8. The comparison of target VNF CPU and memory resources predictions
on FTL missions I2P ((a),(b)) and P2V ((c),(d)).

are the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) and R-squared (R2). CTGAN [8] and YData
Synthetic Tool 1 are selected to train on the source VNF and
send the corresponding generator model to the target VNF.

B. Comparison Performance on VNF Profiling

Fig. 7 illustrates the distribution of certain features in the
real data (yellow) and data generated by CTGAN (blue), after
training on the source VNF profiling data set. The synthetic
data effectively approximates the distribution of the original

1YData Synthetic: https://github.com/ydataai/ydata-synthetic

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF TARGET VNF CPU RESOURCE

CONFIGURATION.

Task Method Original FTCA Optimization
MAE RMSE R2 MAE RMSE R2

I2P

Poly 0.219 0.273 0.222 0.133 0.168 0.707
SVR 0.174 0.201 0.579 0.137 0.173 0.688
RF 0.158 0.195 0.604 0.151 0.187 0.635

MLP 0.169 0.198 0.523 0.129 0.158 0.737

I2V

Poly 0.356 0.410 -0.560 0.278 0.315 0.077
SVR 0.292 0.326 0.013 0.270 0.303 0.150
RF 0.289 0.328 0.005 0.287 0.323 0.031

MLP 0.308 0.345 -0.105 0.254 0.281 0.265

P2V

Poly 0.319 0.356 -0.173 0.180 0.213 0.579
SVR 0.221 0.246 0.439 0.172 0.192 0.657
RF 0.206 0.229 0.512 0.178 0.197 0.638

MLP 0.197 0.221 0.546 0.183 0.209 0.596

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF TARGET VNF MEMORY

RESOURCE CONFIGURATION.

Task Method Original FTCA Optimization
MAE RMSE R2 MAE RMSE R2

I2P

Poly 0.527 0.506 -0.176 0.178 0.220 0.535
SVR 0.182 0.227 0.502 0.179 0.221 0.529
RF 0.149 0.209 0.575 0.189 0.228 0.497

MLP 0.194 0.231 0.484 0.169 0.210 0.570

I2V

Poly 0.157 0.208 0.572 0.198 0.244 0.407
SVR 0.178 0.227 0.487 0.205 0.252 0.370
RF 0.184 0.238 0.440 0.190 0.239 0.431

MLP 0.203 0.251 0.373 0.201 0.244 0.406

P2V

Poly 0.345 0.455 -1.058 0.208 0.251 0.375
SVR 0.202 0.270 0.277 0.203 0.245 0.400
RF 0.153 0.206 0.580 0.212 0.254 0.358

MLP 0.171 0.213 0.529 0.213 0.253 0.362

data. The received CTGAN model will synthesize the source
domain data (2000 samples) at the target VNF for FTCA.
There are three target VNF resources: CPU cores, memory,
and link capacity on three transfer tasks I2P, I2V and P2V, as
shown in Tables I, II and III. Original means that the regression
models are trained on raw source data and directly tested on
the target data. The FTCA optimization makes the models
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Fig. 9. A comparison of target VNF link capacity resources predictions on
FTL mission I2P (a) and P2V (b).
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF TARGET VNF LINK

CAPACITY RESOURCE CONFIGURATION.

Task Method Original FTCA Optimization
MAE RMSE R2 MAE RMSE R2

I2P

Poly 0.175 0.215 0.535 0.207 0.254 0.344
SVR 0.207 0.252 0.358 0.207 0.242 0.410
RF 0.184 0.223 0.495 0.221 0.265 0.289

MLP 0.178 0.217 0.523 0.211 0.253 0.352

I2V

Poly 0.754 0.964 -8.163 0.206 0.252 0.375
SVR 0.126 0.185 0.661 0.203 0.248 0.394
RF 0.070 0.130 0.832 0.222 0.265 0.308

MLP 0.189 0.264 0.315 0.212 0.256 0.354

P2V

Poly 0.297 0.365 -0.315 0.216 0.263 0.315
SVR 0.213 0.244 0.413 0.204 0.248 0.391
RF 0.220 0.244 0.412 0.233 0.278 0.240

MLP 0.302 0.329 -0.068 0.204 0.241 0.425

train on generated source data and test on the target data, after
mapping W (Fig. 4). It is clear in Table I that the RMSE error
can be reduced by 38.5% and the R2 metric advances up to
68.6%.

The target VNF CPU prediction results of FTL task I2P
and P2V are shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (c), where the cyan
line is the real needed CPU cores on the target VNF after
profiling, the same for memory predictions in Fig. 8 (b) and
(d). The experiment results show that the proposed FTCA can
effectively help the regression models predict the target VNF
CPU cores and memory.

However, when predicting the link capacity, the FTL results
may not be very good (Fig. 9 and Table III). This negative
transfer phenomenon is caused by the information gain (IG)
of features or labels in the source VNF profiling data set. From
the hierarchical clustering correlation heat-map [14] of the raw
SNORT Inline VNF data set (Fig. 10), we can see that most of
the IG exists in the deep colour features like CPU and MIR.
In contrast, link capacity (LINK) does not have enough IG in
the data set. In this case, it is important to consider what kind
of conditions we need federated transfer or not transfer [15].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a novel feature-based federated transfer
learning method is proposed as federated transfer component
analysis (FTCA). It transfers knowledge among different VNF
profiling entities, based on GANs data in federated learning
with transfer learning among profiling datasets. First, FTCA
is a feasible approach for improving tabular data estimation,
without substantial data leakage. Second, by transferring the
profiled VNF knowledge, faster new VNFs deployment can be
expected as service function chaining (SFC). FTCA also has
reference value for the future 6G network orchestration. The
next step will focus on problems like non-independently and
identically (non-iid) features in data for FTL, multiple input-
output regression models for SFC, and encrypted CTGAN
models.
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Fig. 10. The hierarchical clustering heat-map from SNORT Inline VNF
profiling data set.
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